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ABSTRACT 
The present research aims to contribute to the 
optimization of online teaching regarding the Music and 
Movement subject. The Music and Movement class 
activities are aimed to facilitate the acquisition of 
important general skills, such as: learning children’s 
songs and simple elements of musical language, 
performing children’s songs, with age-specific means
and in order to express ideas, feelings and experiences 
through music and movement, individually or in groups. 
We highlighted in this research the provisions of the 
curriculum, insisting on the competences that need to be 
acquired. In this regard, the curriculum expresses a 
series of contents with specific activities, which can be 
approached in the classroom according to each level of
learning. The skills that students have to acquire in the 
Music and Movement class formed the basis of the 
concerns which emerged due to the pandemic situation 
(isolation at home), because at first the resources 
available were not known, as neither were the methods
and means by which to achieve them, taking into account 
the fact that the transition from traditional classes to 
those in the online environment was sudden. 
Key words: online learning, Music and Movement, 
school curriculum, primary education 
INTRODUCTION 
Ever since intrauterine life, children have the ability to 
hear the voices around them and the sounds of the 
environment, reacting through movements, and after 
birth, the recognition of a sound environment confers 
them safety and environmental comfort. Numerous 
studies were conducted on this subject over time, and 
most researchers have shown that there is a strong 
relationship between children and music, especially if 
they are permanently exposed to music listening. Music 
can contribute to the development of the sphere of 
sensitivity and to the appearance of perceptions. Here we 
mention the baby music collections recorded on CDs in 
audio format and made by major record companies or 
even in the online version on web channels dedicated to 
music – such as YouTube, where we most often find the 
works of W. A. Mozart. During the first and second 
childhood, musical works that come from children’s 
folklore, and not only, may help in the development of 
motor skills, aesthetic sense, language, musical memory
or for harmonious physical growth. To the same extent, 
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the development of listening and rendering skills 
(rhythmic-melodic), synchronization, taking on a role 
(with all that it implies), motor coordination, etc. are 
most often achieved through music games. There are
many educational songs that enable the assimilation of 
age-specific knowledge about colours, days of the week, 
months of the year, numbers, animals, and so on. The 
importance of music that the child listens to was noticed 
by many teachers. In this sense, Ana-Georgiana Simion
stated that “music listening showed that it can be 
successfully introduced, playing an active role in the 
classes of Personal Development (PD), Civic Education, 
but also Visual Arts and Practical Abilities (AVAP). 
Research has shown positive aspects in terms of weekly 
use of music listening. The diversification of the means 
used in the didactic act has led to the diversification of 
the types of music that young children listen to at school 
or in their free time. Aesthetic activities in the visual arts 
and music education classes manage to offer students 
opportunities for emotional expression. Carrying out 
teaching activities through which students learn about 
aesthetics and music presents benefits for both their 
moral and cognitive development” (Simion, 2019, 33). 

I. Activities and contents for the  
 classes

The general competences refer to the whole primary 
cycle and are the same from the preparatory class to the 
fourth grade. Therefore, by the end of primary school, the
students, regardless of their level, must be able to learn 
children’s songs and elements of musical language, 
perform them by age-specific means and be able to 
express ideas, feelings and experiences through music 
and movement, individually or in groups. 
The specific competences derive from the general ones, 
they are similar from one class to another, especially in 
the preparatory, first and second grades, these even being 
treated together in the school curriculum, a procedure that 
is also valid later on in the third and fourth grades. They 
are presented in a logical and progressive way, in order to 
form increasingly complex abilities and habits, so that 
there is an evolution (within each specific competence), 
from one level of schooling to another. For example, 
“Learning children’s songs and simple elements of 
musical language” would be the general competence, 
from which four specific competences are derived. If in 
the preparatory grade an example would be “Learning 
sounds from the environment with contrasting durations 
and intensities”, the first grade adds the fact that the 
reception of sounds extends to those in nature, addressing 
the speed of contrasting succession, and the second grade 
includes furthermore both the pitch of the sounds and the
fact that the reception sources are different. The previous 
description is just an example of compiling the general 
competences in accordance with the specific ones, but in 
the following pages we will focus our attention both on 
the contents of the curriculum and the learning activities 
proposed by it, as well as on a series of exercises based 
on our own experience. 
In the curriculum, in each section assigned to specific 
competences there are examples of learning activities, a 
perfect source of inspiration for teachers, and at the end 
of their description are presented the learning contents, 
which “refers to the chapters and related topics through 
which the achievement of the (framework or reference) 
objectives, (general or specific) competences is pursued”
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(Muntean, 2007, 37). Group and individual vocal singing
is the content (thematic unit) that we consider 
fundamental in the instructive-educational process, 
within the Music and movement classes, starting from the 
premise that, in principle, every time we meet the class,
we sing and even play music. Being present in all five 
educational levels of the primary cycle, this subject 
provides the acquisition and automation of skills and 
abilities related to the correct position during singing, 
natural emission, pitch, start signal, diction, 
synchronization and accompaniment (provided only in 
the curriculum for the third and fourth grades). In this 
regard, we list some proposed learning activities, as 
follows: “listening to the song performed by the teacher 
or played with the help of technical means, observing 
some illustrations on the text of the song that facilitate 
reception, active and directed involvement in learning the 
songs, learning the songs by hearing, learning the songs 
along the route: the whole class – small groups – the
whole class, group rendering of songs learned intuitively 
respecting the synchronization, dialogue between groups 
suggested by the text of the song, games based on the 
song with the execution of movements appropriate to the 
text’s content of ideas” (Programa ..., 2013, 5).
More complex activities are provided for grades three 
and four: “vocal performance of songs with expressive 
differences due to nuances, tempo, but also mimetic 
suggestions, suggestive choreographic gestures [...]
accompanying songs with the orchestra of musical toys, 
musical instruments, body percussion” (Programa

, 2014, 6), but also the solfege or reading 
several songs by musical notes. One of the favourite 
games is called the Clever DJ and is made by drawing on
the board some buttons that represent the start, volume up 
and down, slow, fast, stop; a child presses the desired 
buttons, and the class on the start signal gets up and sings 
as indicated by the DJ (loud, quiet, medium, slow, fast), 
and at stop the class sits down again. Also, the DJ can 
choose to remove from the lyrics of the song either just 
one letter or a whole word, noting the word or letter on 
the board. We mention the fact that the elliptical version 
of the song was more fun, because in the case of the
word, it was sung using the inner hearing. 
Another learning content provided by the school 
document is one very popular with children, namely the 
Diverse body percussion, children having the opportunity 
to feel the music, to give free rein to the imagination and
to discover their rhythmicity and fascination for sound 
effects created with the help of the human body. Here we 
can mention as activities the rhythmic improvisation 
games on a song performed vocally or on a musical 
listening, games for recognizing sounds from body 
percussion, rhythmic dialogue in groups, rhythm relay 
games, games such as “Imitate me!” 
In the same field there are the thematic units of Musical
Toys (up to the level of the musical toy orchestra – this
addition is valid for grades three and four) and Singing
with accompaniment. We mentioned both contents 
because the musical activities carried out during these 
classes are closely linked, for example children can make 
their own instruments using recyclable or natural 
materials (for example: wooden or plastic spoons 
previously decorated by children, containers filled with 
various beans, several types of drums made from boxes 
of different materials and shapes, etc.) and will later be 
able to use them for accompaniment. 
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Image 1. Singing accompanied by instruments made 

from recyclable materials 
Foto 1. Cântarea cu acompaniament de instrumente 

realizate din materiale reciclabile 
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Image 2. Singing accompanied by instruments made 

from natural materials 
Knowing and handling easy-to-use musical instruments
(easy percussion: xylophone, tuned bells, boomwhackers,
drums, maracas, triangle, chestnuts, bells, blockflöte, 
etc.) gives us the opportunity to play games in order to
recognize their timbre and the area of propagation of the
sound. Free accompaniment of songs with sounds emitted 
by classroom objects is also a very fun learning activity, 
which allows the child’s creative potential to remain in 
the foreground. We assert this because we had the chance 
to discover pseudo-tools that we would never have 
thought of, developing incredibly elaborate creative 
projects (for example: various constructions of objects 
from the students’ pencil box). 
In the third and fourth grades, with the help of 
instruments mentioned above (sound tubes, tuned bells, 
xylophone or even keyboard instruments), activities can
be performed to identify and recognize musical sounds 
and accompany them with light percussion, creating 
rhythmic fragments suitable for an assimilated song 
taking into account the durations of musical sounds, 
reading rhythmic fragments in dialogue, rhythmic reading 
of a fragment of a song with the help of percussion 
instruments, each instrument being assigned a musical 

Foto 2. Cântarea cu acompaniament de instrumente 
realizate din materiale naturale 
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duration (example: the quarter note will be performed 
only on the drum, the eighth note on the triangle, etc.),
thus resulting in a special accompaniment – in fact an
exercise conducive to improving attention. We can do the 
same with a piece of music read and performed with the 
help of bells, boomwhackers, xylophone, accompanied 
by a repetitive rhythmic formula played on a percussion
instrument. 
Next, we will describe types of learning activities, both 
suggested by the school curriculum and from our
personal experience, related to the field of “Elements of
musical language” with specific contents. We start with 
Timbre, which addresses sounds from the environment,
vocal sounds (spoken or sung), instrumental musical 
sounds, and in the third and fourth grades even
differentiating the types of human voices (child, woman, 
man) and some musical instruments. General
presentations of the instrument groups can be made for
this grade, and later, this activity can be transformed into 
a larger project that involves the entire grade, in which
students will look for data and sound examples about an 
instrument chosen from those presented – and the teacher
can work with groups of students. At the end of this stage 
they can play the game “Guess the instrument” or
activities to recognize a musical sound played by 
different instruments. In the school where we carry out 
our activity, we use to this end tablets on which
applications are pre-installed for playing musical sounds 
with the timbre of several instruments (Piano – for
example). With the help of these devices, we all have
access to the piano keyboard, so that students also learn 
the position of each sound on the keyboard. 

 
Image 3. Recognition of the timbre of certain 
instruments (through specific applications) 

Role play can also be used for each student by assigning 
them an instrument role. The teacher chooses easily
perceptible instruments, and the game is performed for
one or more listening sessions. Thus, the student who 
plays the role of the violin imitates playing it when its
timbre is perceived by the ear. Students can even be 
positioned in the form of a duo, quartet or even orchestra. 
We present some learning activities proposed by the 
school curriculum: “watching some performances,
fragments of concerts (in the performance hall or on the 
internet), for example, Prokofiev – Peter and the Wolf;
listening to small musical pieces, with the observation of 
differentiations of expressiveness, tempo (slow/fast),
dynamic and timbral aspects; watching cartoons with 
musical support (for example, Disney – Fantasia, 1940;
Symphony No. 6, Pastorale, by Beethoven) and 
expressing personal opinions about the works they
listened to/watched” (Programa …, 2014, 5). 
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Image 4. Drawing representation of  
Beethoven’s  – first grade 

 

 

Foto 4. Reprezentarea prin desen a 
de Beethoven – clasa întâia 
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Image 5. Drawing representation of Beethoven’s 

 – first grade 
In the lower grades, “games of auditory recognition of 
sounds from the environment and their imitation using 
onomatopoeia, imitation of animals or natural phenomena 
with long-short onomatopoeias, sung loudly – quietly,
quickly – slowly can be performed” (Programa

…, 2013, 6). The same type of activity can be 
used in the case of light-handling instruments; thus, after 
a preliminary presentation of some instruments with the 
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help of the songs – for example 
maracasul [The little drum, the bell, the maracas] by

– games like Guess the instrument can be
played. Also, children can make instruments from natural 
materials (leaves, wood, stones), present them and then 
create an accompaniment for a suitable song from those 
learned in class. 
Rhythm, an important chapter in the children’s musical
development, helps considerably in the formation of the 
many skills that children need throughout their life. We
all know how important it is to carry out an activity in a 
certain period of time, which we acquire involuntarily 
with the help of children’s musical counting games and
here we refer especially to those from the preparatory 
grades to the second grade. In addition, thanks to them, 
but also to certain songs, we can differentiate between 
musical durations – long / short sounds. One of the

favourite games in the preparatory grades and
first grade is called by them IU-TE – PAS, where IU-TE
means two claps and is represented graphically by a pair 
of eighths, and PAS (step in Romanian), as the name
implies, denotes the movement by a step and is noted as a
quarter note. The game consists of a children’s [human]
train and in turn, one of them improvises a rhythmic 
formula using the two known values. The children on the 
train have to make the moves, and the winner will be the
one who makes no mistake until the end of the game. 
A derivative of this activity is also Guess the rhythm, in
which a child improvises a rhythmic fragment, and the 
class must imitate the beats by saying aloud iu-te and pas.
In the second grade, RAAR (half note) and -TE
(group of four sixteenths notes) are added to these 
elements. Although the curriculum does not include these
musical durations, we use them in our school, because 
there are several hundred children who attend the elective
musical instrument courses (piano, violin, guitar, drums, 
blockflöte) and they come to the Music and Movement
class with a serious knowledge of music theory, arousing 
the curiosity of the others. Out of the desire not to create 
notable discrepancies between the two categories of
children, we tried to find activities and games through 
which to raise the level of those who do not attend the 
elective courses. 
From the games presented so far, a role-playing game
was born, through which these musical durations were 
assigned an animal role, searching with the students for
the right onomatopoeia, and the conclusions came 
quickly: the dog  Woof stands for PAS, the donkey
Hee-haw is IU-TE, the cat  Meow is RAAR and the
rabbit  Hop-hop-hop-hop is -TE. Once these
details were established, the children were divided into 
teams of four, each took on a role and improvised 
rhythmic dialogues according to certain situations given 
or created by them, so that, before the ‘show,’ the
students described the locations or the situation through
expressions such as: “The  is the market,
the seller is Hee-haw, and in front of it there is a gate, 
Woof being the guard, etc.” Thanks to this game we 
managed to consolidate the rhythmic reading and writing, 
even if the fun of the  and of the performers 
kept its intensity at maximum levels (Spontaneous and 
collective improvisation). 
Starting from the heartbeat – correlated with the 
pulsation, we managed to discover the “heart” of each
musical work we heard and of the proposed songs, so that
in order to discover the Tempo in listening, we performed 
activities that involve taking steps on pulsations from
compositions with diverse features. “The performance of
the songs accompanied by conducting with both arms, 
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following an equal down-up movement; [...] inner 
hearing (a verse sung with the voice, a verse – in the
mind) accompanied by intuitive conducting or with the 
accompaniment of musical toys; rendering of rhythmic
structures from songs, accompanied by intuitive 
conducting; [...] marking the rhythmic structure of the 
song, accompanied by musical toys (drums, triangle, 
maracas, bell, tambourine, wood) or body percussion 
(clapping, tapping the finger on the bench, patting on the
knees); [...] listening game: differentiated movement, at
the children’s choice, depending on the nuance or tempo; 
the association of rhythmic movements or sounds in 
relation to stories, poems, songs” (Programa …,
2014, 7). All these are some of the types of activities 
proposed by the school curriculum. 
In the third grade there comes the stage of musical
writing-reading, and it is necessary that by the end of this
study level, the students form the specific competence 
“Using the notation of the pitches of sounds, in singing
some songs”. In this regard, the teacher can perform
improvisation activities on a song, at a given rhythm. In 
the 4th grade, in the notation stage, note values (whole
note, half note, quarter note, eighth note) and rest values
(quarter note and eighth note), the measure patterns of 2,
3 and 4 beats are added. Although, as we have shown in 
the previous paragraphs, at this level our students already
master some elements of rhythmic notation, practically 
this is the moment when the transition is made from the 
names PAS, IU-TE, RAAR, MAI IU-TE to their real
names, and emphasis will be placed on their writing, and 
the other new elements provided will be learned. In order
to fulfil the competence to use the notation of the sound
pitches, of the rhythmic values of the notes and of the 
rests for the learning of songs, it is necessary to practice 
reading some fragments in stages. First the pitches of the
sounds are read, followed by the musical values and 
finally the stages are correlated, thus arriving at solfege.
Therefore, whereas in the preparatory grades, at the level
of the Melody only the musical genres are approached 
(children’s folklore, carols), in the first grade the
objective of perceiving the difference between the high 
and low sounds is formed, the preferred activities being 
performed with the help of musical instruments, of
glasses filled with different amounts of water, tuned bells 
and sound tubes. In the second grade, we try to identify 
the development of the song, through body movement 
activities, through the graphic representation of a melodic 
scale and through drawing, and for the connection 
between text and melody (stanza and chorus) activities 
are performed using tokens – as conventional symbols for 
structuring simple songs. The children’s creativity will be 
permanently stimulated by proposing inventive games, 
taking into account all the knowledge about the song, 
thus achieving the specific competence “Representation
of sound qualities through conventional signs”. The
expression of emotions, ideas and feelings through music
is the quality that guides us to differentiate a student who 
loves music from a student who needs to be caught in its
spell. This is the chapter in which we try to draw a 
parallel between the way we feel and the extent to which 
music can contribute to changing one’s state of mind,
approaching in the preparatory grades the subjects Happy
/ sad song, the loud, quiet, medium dynamic nuances,
and in the first and second grade, even harmonic-
polyphonic procedures (soloist – choir – alternative
groups). Role-playing games occupy an important place 
in our classes, so students have the opportunity to 
carefully research each character in order to represent it. 
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Image 6. Role play, using harmonic-polyphonic 

procedures – the second grade 

The expression by drawing of the music one listened to
or even of a character from a song, the performance of
songs using movements suggested by the text, but also
the organization of listening games of musical fragments, 
in which the student must pick up a card, either with a 
happy face, or with a sad one, are activities that help us in 
the formation of the competence called “Appropriate
performance on music, suggested by certain elements of 
musical language” ( , 2014, 7). 
The movement to music is the most exciting field of
activity (as a moment in the lesson), giving teachers the 
chance to be children again, dancing with them, walking 
in rhythmic steps, performing movements suggested by 
both the lyrics and the rhythm. Charades is the game in
which a student represents through the right movements a 
song from the ones learned in class, and the others have 
to guess it. Even though this subject can be planned for 
an independent class, the movement is present in every 
Music and Movement lesson. The troublesome conductor
is one of the games most requested by students and can 
be used in different stages of the lesson, but especially for 
updating knowledge or consolidating it. For this game we 
need a conductor, three groups of students (usually the 
class is divided into three) and a well known song, on
which the conductor can prove his/her power to innovate 
movements. Most of the time, the students choose either
repeated dance movements or body percussion 
movements, more and more interesting and daring, from 
one level of learning to another. After the movements 
have been assigned to each group of students, the 
conductor starts the song in the form of a relay, showing 
through a gesture which group continues the song, using 
the proposed movements. At the end of the song, another 
conductor is chosen from among the students who knew 
best both the song and the proposed movement. Thus, the 
specific competence “Performing a dance / game on 
music, initiated and organized collectively” can be 
fulfilled. 
The dance movements to folkloric and pop music, but
also to pieces from the classical works of great
composers were very well received. In the 3rd and 4th

grades, games with body movements were realised,
depending on the pitch of the sounds or even games to 
build a simple musical line, containing the studied notes
and musical durations, on which to improvise an 
accompaniment of body percussion or simple dance 
steps, with repeated movement. 

Foto 6. Joc de rol, utilizând procedeele armonico-
polifonice – clasa a II-a 
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Music and Movement is the subject that confers the child
the freedom to move spontaneously as he/she feels, to
create, to know valuable music, to play through music 
and with its help, to develop fine motor skills, by playing
various musical instruments, and gives the teacher the
chance to live a “second childhood”, through the games 
they create themselves, or through those created by their
“game partners”. 
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